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LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, October

22, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Explore

the latest list of five best penny

cryptocurrency to invest in right now.

With Bitcoin and Ethereum prices

shooting through the roof, new

investors with tight budgets and low-

risk appetites are currently looking for

investing in new crypto prospects. But

the over 12,000 Cryptocurrencies

available for purchase present a

tedious and sometimes frustrating task

finding the right picks, especially for inexperienced investors who lack a deep understanding of

how the industry works, and the various factors that determine the failure or success of crypto

projects.

The good news, however, is that Bitcoin profit has released a list of the top 5 best penny

cryptocurrencies to invest in. The company, which uses Geolocation to match investors to

brokers closest to them, also employs experienced and seasoned financial experts and crypto

analysts to offer guidance as well as trading strategies guaranteed to help investors continually

profit off crypto.

Penny Cryptocurrencies are favorite options for both new traders seeking to cautiously enter the

crypto industry and also veteran investors looking to diversify their portfolios to accommodate

steady returns. They offer high risk-reward ratios as their value can rise exponentially in the

nearest future, and serve as passive income instruments earning investors who simply hold

them in their wallets, dividends similar to those on the stock market.

According to Bitcoin Profit team research, the following are the top #5 best penny

Cryptocurrency to invest in now:

•	Ripple (XRP) - While Ripple is undoubtedly one of the largest digital asset projects in the

industry, with a market capitalization in tens of billions of dollars, its total supply of 100 billion

XRP tokens still qualifies it as a low-value crypto asset. The coin has however made sizable gains
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since its launch in 2013. It is currently used for cross-border payments by over 250 banks and

has an impressive transaction processing time with minimal fees.

•	Basic Attention Token (BAT) - Made to revolutionize the advertising industry, BAT connects

consumers with relevant adverts through a browser backed by its token. It ensures that

advertisements are only shown to interested persons and cuts out third-party facilitators like

Google and Facebook by distributing advertisement funds to viewers.

•	Stellar (XLM) - Focused on international payments and facilitating cross-border remittances,

XLM has a trading value of over $531 million and occupies the 22nd seat in the world's top

valuable cryptocurrency. Although the market capitalization for the coin is an impressive $8.1

billion, XLM is still valued at $0.3400. The coin is maintained by a non-profit organization whose

main objective is to provide open and transparent financial systems for everyone.

•	VeChain (VET) - Created to solve real-world economic problems, the blockchain-based supply

chain network is supported by one of the biggest audit companies in the world as well as other

FTSE companies. Its current value is $0.1213 which as little as it looks, represents a 625% rally

since the beginning of this year.

•	Ravencoin - Ranked 85th on the list of top 100 cryptocurrencies by market capitalization, the

relatively new technology has big dreams of becoming an Ethereum security token. With a

market cap of $1.25 billion and a current trading price of $0.1312, the coin has however made a

512% rise in the last 12 months.

Bitcoin Profit financial expert insists that these coins are rug-free and its owners committed to

effecting change in the industry as opposed to many other coins that are pump and dump

schemes in embryo. 

Interested investors looking to take advantage of any of these penny cryptocurrencies can

simply visit the Bitcoin Profit app to sign-up page at: https://www.bitcoinprofit.app/signup/

Registration only requires an email address and an active phone number with which a Bitcoin

Profit financial manager can call to discuss investment plans, set up a training schedule, and also

send trade signals through SMS notifications.

Bitcoin Profit boasts of impressive in-app features that offer flexible automated investment

management as well as military-grade protocols. 

Past users of the platform’s services have continued to leave positive reviews attesting to its

incredible performance and user-friendly experience.

“Thank you… I have not had experience in investments and online trading….. My financial
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situation started changing for good after getting connected with your private broker. Received

direct training by phone and live stream, different unique e-books, videos, which make me

understand the market now. By following your instructions my little investment of $250 is

growing day by day. Incredible but true… cheers!” - Kathleen.

“I was a little suspicious at first because I had bad experiences trading cryptocurrencies by trying

different strategies, indicators, and automated systems. Only my best friend convinced me to

retry with your service guys. (it’s a hidden goldmine) and yes in my trading account I have $8,729

after 42 trading days with an investment of $300 (Hope you stay alive forever thank u!” - Markos

Jento (Graphic Designer).

“Bitcoin profit app connected me with the best broker in Kuwait. I started with an investment of

$1000, now after 1 month I have $11,204 in my balance and I received the first withdrawal of

$5,000 into my bank account. My manager and his financial team helped me with a very

profitable strategy. Nice to meet you guys.” Sam (Engineer).

Herald Jones

Bitcoin Profit (app) tm

service@bitcoinprofit.app
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